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The Scientific World Journal and the authors have retracted
the article titled “Inflammatory Microenvironment Promotes
Hemopoietic-Derived Angiogenic Cell Expansion and Arte-
rial Specification” [1]. The article was found to contain
duplicated images from the authors’ previous article in Blood,
Zeoli et al. [2], after concerns were raised on PubPeer. Details
of the duplication are as follows:

(1) pSTAT in Figure 7(d) in Blood and STAT in Figure
1 in The Scientific World Journal are the same, representing
phosphorylated and unphosphorylated protein, respectively,
and the 𝛽-actin panels are the same.

(2) Figure 1(Aa) in The Scientific World Journal is
modified from Figure 4(Ci) in Blood, where the top of each
image is the same, but parts of the top right of Figure 4(Ci)
are duplicated in the bottom left of Figure 1(Aa).

(3) The lower panels of Figure 4(b) in Blood, when
rotated left, are the same as the panels in Figure 1(c) in The
Scientific World Journal. The middle panel in Blood is the
same as that inTheScientificWorld Journalwhen the contrast
and exposure are adjusted, representing Eph4 and EphrinB2,
respectively.

The corresponding author Dr. Brizzi apologizes for this.
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Physiological and pathological angiogenesis, which occurs throughout adult life (adult angiogenesis), is 

mainly supported by sprouting cells and co-option of neighboring pre-existing vessels[1]. However, 

mature endothelial cells (EC) possess limited regenerative capacity[2]. The recent identification of bone 

marrow (BM)–derived circulating endothelial progenitor cells (EPC) has attracted interest into their role 

in maintaining vascular homeostasis[3]. The first description of putative EPC came from Asahara et al. in 

1997[3]. From this initial report, intense efforts have focused on defining the role of circulating BM-

derived EPC in the repair of damaged vascular endothelium and on translating this information into 

human clinical trials. However, the limited efficacy uncovered by clinical studies led to the conclusion 

that a plurality of cell types, improperly defined as EPC, contribute to vascular remodeling in adult life. 

Recently, Hur et al.[4] described two different EPC subpopulations, denoted as early and late EPC. Early 

EPC, also denoted as circulating angiogenic cells (CAC), derive from peripheral blood mononuclear cells 

(PB-MNC) and express CD14 and CD45 surface markers. Because of their low proliferative rate and low 

differentiation capability[4,5], the therapeutic effect exerted by these cells seems to be most likely 

mediated by their secretory phenotype, rather than by their direct contribution to vessel growth[5]. Late 

EPC, on the other hand, arise exclusively from a CD14-negative subpopulation of PB-MNC, showing a 

high proliferative rate and the ability to form new vascular networks directly[4,6,7]. Accordingly, several 

studies suggested their origin from circulating angioblasts[8]. Thus, EPC appear as a heterogeneous group 

of cells, which originate from multiple precursors within the BM, which can be present in PB at different 

stages of endothelial differentiation.  

To contribute to vessel formation, EPC need to be mobilized from the BM in order to home to the 

sites of ongoing vascular damage or tumor neovascularization, and to differentiate into mature EC[9]. 

Vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and stromal cell-derived factor-1 (SDF-1), produced by 

hemopoietic-derived cells and infiltrating area of neovascularization, appear to be important mediators of 

EPC mobilization[10]. Despite several efforts, the mechanisms regulating EPC homing to sites of injury 

or active neoangiogenesis are poorly understood. Several lines of evidence suggest that the mechanisms 

involved in the recruitment of inflammatory cells within sites of inflammation might also regulate EPC 

homing. In particular, the inflammatory microenvironment seems to control the adhesive and signaling 
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events[11]. In line with the role of inflammation in mediating EPC recruitment, we have recently 

characterized a novel adhesion/survival-promoting function of the membrane-bound Kit ligand into sites 

of active neoangiogenesis[12].  

The positive contribution of hemopoietic-derived cells in inflammatory and tumor neoangiogenesis 

has been extensively documented[13]; however, their functions are still controversial. It seems that 

hemopoietic-derived cells, rather than directly contribute to neovessel formation, have a broader function 

in promoting angiogenesis[5,13]. We have previously shown that the hemopoietic growth factor IL-3, 

originally implicated in the survival, proliferation, and differentiation of hemopoietic progenitor/stem 

cells (HSC) and mature cells[14,15], also promotes in vivo angiogenesis[16]. Our finding is consistent 

with the observation that IL-3 is an activated T lymphocyte–derived cytokine[17], produced in such 

pathological conditions as inflammation and cancer, in which angiogenetic developmental processes are 

recapitulated. To shed light on the potential molecular events determinant for IL-3–mediated 

physiological and/or pathological regulation of vessel growth, our group has recently investigated its 

effect in controlling angiogenic cell proliferation, differentiation, and vascular specification. In particular, 

we have demonstrated that IL-3 promotes a rapid expansion of a subset of CAC, expressing the CD45 

surface marker and a low frequency of CD14 (see Table 1)[18]. The observation that the genotyped 

CD45+ cells, isolated from Polycythemia Vera patients, bared the same JAK2 mutation as the 

pathological BM-derived cells confirmed their origin from HSC[19]. Moreover, when exposed to IL-3, 

these cells acquired endothelial commitment, denoted by the expression of endothelial cell markers, such 

as VEGF receptor-2 (KDR), CD31, and Tie-2 (Table 1), and by the ability to contribute to neoformed 

vessels directly, when added to cancer-derived EC injected into SCID mice (Fig. 1A and B).  

TABLE 1 
Characterization of Circulating and BM-Derived Angiogenic Cells Expanded in Response to IL-3 

 Cell Surface Marker Expression 

 CD45 CD14 CD13 CD33 CD146 CD105 CD31 KDR Tie-2 VE-
Cadherin 

vWF Dil-
acLDL 

CAC 
with 
IL-3 

+ Low 
frequency 

– – – – + + + + + + 

CAC 
without 
IL-3 

+ High 
frequency 

– – + + + + – + + + 

Cell surface markers expressed by circulating and BM-derived angiogenic cells cultured in the presence of IL-3 and 
compared to cell surface markers expressed by canonical CAC[6,7]. Abbreviation: vWF = von Willebrand factor. 

EC diversity is the main determinant of vascular bed diversification during the developmental 

processes and the characterization of the pathways regulating these events
 
has rapidly increased[20]. The 

genetic approach has revealed that Notch/VEGF signaling pathways have a central role in arterial/venous 

differentiation[21,22]. However, the evidence that EC arterial specification is maintained in the absence 

of Notch signal[23] suggests that signals outside the vasculature could also contribute to this process. In 

this regard, our study has shown that in the presence of an inflammatory stimulus, circulating and BM-

derived CD45+ angiogenic cells recapitulate, both in vitro and in vivo, arterial specification, as 

demonstrated by the specific expression of arterial markers (membrane ligand Ephrin B2, Notch1, and 

Notch4 receptors) (Fig. 1C).  
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FIGURE 1. IL-3 promotes expansion of hemopoietic-derived CD45+ angiogenic cells and their arterial commitment via 

STAT5. (A) Tumor EC, added to Matrigel and injected into SCID mice, form functional neovessels (panel a). Prelabeled IL-

3–expanded cells, injected in the tail vein, are incorporated in tumor neovessels (panel b). Black arrows indicate the 

incorporated CD45+ cells. The number of incorporated cells per vessel is reported in the histogram. (B) IL-3–cultured 

CD45+ cells, added to Matrigel and injected into SCID mice, are able to form functional vessels, after 15 days (panels b,d). 

No functional vessels could be detected early after injection (5 days) (panel a,c). Black arrows indicate positive CD45+ 

cells. (C) Arterial specification is documented by the positive double staining (CD31, red; EphrinB2, green) of IL-3–

expanded CD45+ cells. DAPI staining is used as nuclear marker. (D) Depletion of STAT5 in IL-3–expanded CD45+ cells 

abrogates cyclin D1 expression. (E) STAT5 silencing also prevents arterial specification. (F,G) IL-3–mediated cell-cycle 

progression and arterial specification of BM-derived CD45+ cells is prevented in Tie-2-transgenic mice expressing 

dominant-negative STAT5 constructs. 
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The expansion and differentiation of stem cells and progenitors are dynamic multistage processes, 

requiring sequential activation of particular signaling molecules[10]; however, the molecular 

determinants of these events are still poorly defined. IL-3 exerts its biological effects by activating the 

STAT5 signaling pathway, both in hemopoietic[24] and vascular tissues[16], as revealed by the intrinsic 

defective IL-3 responsiveness of STAT5-deficient HSC[25] and EC[26]. Similarly, in our model, STAT5, 

by acting as a signaling component and as a transcriptional factor controlling cyclin D1 expression, 

regulates cell-cycle progression and expansion of CD45+ angiogenic cells (Fig. 1D and E). In addition, 

by generating Tie2-transgenic mice[27], we demonstrated that STAT5 inactivation prevented IL-3–

sustained neovessel formation, IL-3–mediated cyclin D1 expression, and progression into the cell-cycle of 

BM-derived CD45+ cells, as well as their arterial specification (Fig. 1F and G). 

Stem and progenitor cells that reside in an adaptive BM microenvironment readily respond to demand 

for revascularization by undergoing differentiation. However, whether this process initiates in BM or at 

the neoangiogenic sites is still controversial. In our model, where angiogenetic developmental processes 

are recapitulated, IL-3 provides a permissive environment for expansion and endothelial commitment of a 

subset of hemopoietic-derived progenitor cells. 

Cell therapy efficacy is certainly dependent on the number, functional capability, and successful 

retention of cells in the site of action. It is also anticipated that greater numbers of surviving cells would 

translate into more paracrine stimuli, which result in greater biological responses. Several factors play a 

role in reducing cell bioavailability after cell-base therapy, including the absence of survival factors. We 

now have reason to believe that IL-3, released into the inflammatory microenvironment, can induce 

expansion and arterial specification of angiogenic cells, which may translate into a more efficient 

response to vascular dysfunction. In addition, our data enable the possibility to develop strategies for their 

ex vivo expansion and genetic modification, and to obtain tissue vascularization in clinical settings where 

angiogenesis might be required. Finally, the identification of the STAT5 signaling pathway, as the 

molecular signature of IL-3–mediated vasculogenic process, provides the rationale for therapeutically 

targeting STAT5 to hamper pathological angiogenesis. 
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